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[preliminary

parley
T the beginning of a new year, we usually have a sort of an informal introductory

parley with our patrons, about the outlook for the incoming year. We will not

worry your patience by rehearsing anything that occurred last year, You all know
it too well. Old '97 is out, and the new '98 is in ; so the blush of spring blossoms and
leaves will soon be upon us. For sixteen years I have silently called upon you through

the medium of my catalogues to know your wants, and to tell you what we had to sell.

It would be a greater pleasure for me to meet you in person and grasp your hand and

see your faces. But it is impossible, you are too widely scattered for me to ever see

all of you. So the best thing we can do is to visit your firesides, and talk to you, on

this sheet of paper.

Owing to the severe drouth of last year, our stock of plants is not as large as it

was in '96 and '97, yet by long practice and experience in managing soil to make it

hold moisture, we have a limited stock of well rooted plants to sell our patrons. On
account of the scarcity, we are obliged to advance the prices above those of last year.

As in past years, we will endeavor to render satisfaction to old and new patrons.

We are all the while testing new fruits ; in fact, we are really carrying on an

experimental berry farm. While our tests may not be according to scientific methods
of the government appointed stations, still our experiments give us a great deal of

satisfaction
; for it is really a source of pleasure to have a few novelties to nurse, look-

ing all the while for the ideal strawberry, raspberry or blackberry.

This year we shall fruit the Clyde, Ridgeway, Ruby, Margaret, Giant, Enormores,

Nick Ohmer, Fountain, and some seedling strawberries and raspberries, of our own
production. Perhaps we will find mpre room further on in our catalogue to speak of

these newer fruits.

We have been asked about pedigree plants, to which let us say that there is no

such a thing as pedigree in strawberry p ant growth. Will have more to say about it

later. We especially call your attention to the paragraph on the over-production of

strawberries. It is not the product that is grown on small acreages, but it is the 40,

50 and 100 acre fields that we refer to, and in localities far away from markets.

B. F. SMITH,
Lawrence, Kans., Jan. 21, 1898.
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L About Ordering Plants and
lll^Sending Money

This is our Revised Sixteenth Annual Catalogue for 1898,

Previous Prices.—This list abrogates all previous quotations.

Our Location is in the most fertile fruit-growing region in the State of

Kansas. There are more berries, more plants, more apples and pears shipped from

Lawrence than from any other three towns in the State. Our own shipments of fruits

and plants in 1897 were over 4,000 packages.

Our Stock is of our own growing—pure, strong, healthy plants. They are

tied 25 in a bunch, and packed in light boxes. We sell only young, well rooted plants,

from which all dead leaves have been removed. They are packed in shallow boxes,

the roots are in moss and the leaves exposed to the air.

Terms Of Sale.—No order will be booked this year unless it is accompanied

with all cash, or at least half the payment. We have too many thirty and sixty day

promises standing over in the past two years, not yet paid.

Remittance may be made in cash by Express, by registered letter, or by post-

office order or draft on Kansas City.

Duration Of Plant Season.—Shipping in spring begins about the 15th of

March and continues until about the middle of May; and in the fall from October 1st

till freezing sets in. -

Prices Of Plants.—Five hundred of one kind will be furnished at one thou-

sand rates, but the prices in the table must be the guide for mixed orders of several

kinds.

Shipping Facilities.—No nursery in the country has better means of trans-

portation.

Former Lists.—This is my latest price list. Its publication cancels all pre-

vious quotations. For prices of plants of all kinds, see tables inside catalogue.

Packing House.—The cars on Massachusetts street run direct to our sales

yard and packing house, where we keep a stock of all kinds of fruit trees, shrubs and

small fruit plants.

Orders Must Amount to One Dollar, as the necessary correspondence

and postage on orders for a less amount are sent at a loss.

Mistakes.—Yes ! we make mistakes. So do other nurserymen. We use our

utmost endeavors to avoid errors.
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Observations And

Comparative

Motes . .

About-^^

Varieties insr 1897.

THE season of 1897 gave us a great crop of

all kinds of small fruits all over the Western country. In our locality there

was no frost after berries began to bloom worthy of note. At the time of

ripening berries it was a little dry on the surface, but plants had rooted

deeply enough to mature the latest blossoms. During the season of bloom-

ing there were no severe winds or rain storms to hinder polenizing. Hence

there were but few imperfect berries.

AROMA.— This is one of the most attractive strawberries in our collection.

It is large, firm, and a light scarlet in
i

color. While it is lacking in productive-

ness, as compared with Earl, Crescent and

Warfield, it will become a favorite when

better known. Perfect blossom.

BISEL.—This sort has fruited two sea-

sons on my soil. Berries are large, firm

and productive. Prof. Green
}
of the Ohio

experiment station, says: "This variety

is worthy of commendation because of its

prolifficacy. Berries are uniform in size.

A neighbor grew the Bisel nearly as large

as the Bubach. It is imperfect. Capt.

Jack Downing or Robinson are good pol-

enizers. ( See Cut next page.)

BARTON.—This is a very productive, handsome strawberry, that needs to

be well polenized or its fruit will be knotty and imperfect. The plant is
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one of the most hardy. Miner, Robinson or Brandy wine are good polen-

izers for Barton.

Bisel. ( See description on page 3.)

BEDERWOOD.— It is about as early as the Michel and four times more

prolific. Berries are tender, and will not bear shipping long distances.

BUBACH.—This old favorite was at its best last season. I picked six

quarts of it in 13 minutes that run about 28 berries to the quart. It
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taxed my ability somewhat, but it was my
desire to have a good record as a berry

picker; so my rating would be about 800

boxes per day. Owing to drouth, our stock

plants of this variety is small.

BRANDYWINE.—This sort was a disappoint-

ment. It may be that too much was expected

of it. There is no question but it has done

well in some localities. Try it, your soil

may suit it. Prof. Green says: "It exceeds

Gaudy in product." Capt. Jack: %t I have

told our patrons so many times about this old

variety that there is no use to tell the story

over." The

mm
few*

CRES-

CENT.

This

old,

well

known
sort was intro-

duced about 2 2

years ago. The
friends of straw-

berry pedigrees

might write up a

good long yarn.

I introduced it

lere about eight-

een years ago.

Eederwood.

Jack is my best Albu-

qurqui 900 mile shipper, as well as

polenizer.

CHAS. DOWNING.— This old variety

was awake last year. Like the Capt.

Jack, it is too well known to repeat the

story, but remember it is a good polen-

izer for all pistillates.

i/

Brandvwine.

CYCLONE.—This berry pleased me much better
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the past year than it did the first year of its fruiting; but it is not quite up
to date in all the needs of the hour.

CLYDE.—Plants are vigorous and healthy. It will fruit this year on my
ground. It stands high among many who have fruited it.

EDGAR QUEEN.—Well known; but somewhat out of date. Though some

seasons its fruit is very large. It did well last year.

FOUNTAIN.—This sort is yet in the experimental stages, and has not been

fruited by many of the commercial berry growers. Its plant growth does

not indicate a drouth king.

GANDY.—Well known to be large and late. It has a big reputation in

Southwest Missouri.

GLEN DALE.—I have had this old variety in my collection 16 years.

While it is out of date as a berry for commerce, yet for canning it is with-

out a rival, as it retains the strawberry flavor better than any other. It is

also one among the polenizers. The Gandv is a seedling of the Glendale.

HAVERLAND.—Is one of the leaders for Chicago

market at Centralia, Illinois. Its berries are not

very firm. Plant is hardy and does not set many

runners.

IOWA.— Sometimes called Beauty, is really a

beautiful strawberrv. Prof. Green recommends it

among a selection of 1 7 of the best kinds tested at

the Ohio experiment station.

ISABEL.-—Or No Name. A moderately produc-

tive plant, hardy, berries too dark in color and

sour.

JESSIE.—This variety has about run its race.

Fruit fine to taste, but very soft. Its blossom is a

good polenizer.

LOVETT.—This sort is a good staminate, and some seasons very produc-

tive. Last year it was up towards the top.

MUSKINGUM.—If this variety had a strong plant to take care of its fruit

it would do to tie too for all purposes. Its flavor and size is away up.
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MINER.—This is one of our old favo-

rites. It is a good poleni^er, and when

seasons are favorable, like last vear, it

is mighty hard to beat.

MICHEL.— An early, variety, that

is out of date in size and produc-

tiveness.

PARIS KING.—This variety has passed

the ordeal of the experimental garden.

It will become a standard; in fact, I

rate it among my commercial berries.

The plant is a strong, hardy grower,

having a good staminate blossom, mak-

ing it one of the best polenizers. We
feel assured that no one will make a

mistake in planting a few Paris Kings. Berries are larger than Capt, Jack
or Crescent, and a bright scarlet,

Paris King.

PARKER EARL.—There is no use parleying about its great productiveness,

for it is so. It has a firm hold in many localities, while in others it is ^ ery
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unsatisfactory. An old berry grower in" Centralia,

Ills., says: "That Parker Earl is no good."

One of its weak points is in its turning to a dingy

light red soon after being picked, when exposed

to the air on the market stand.

ROBINSON.—The latest strawberry in my col-

lection. It lengthens the season so that we now-

have, with the earliest and latest, about five weeks

strawberry season. Robinson is large when plants-

are not permitted to set nearer each other than

three or four inches apart. It is one of the best

staminate for late blooming 1 varieties.

Parker Earl.

RIO.—When all the conditions are favor-

able, this variety is fairly productive. There

are at least a dozen better kinds.

SPLENDID.—This is a strawberry that is

making a good record all over the country.

I could give several pages of testimonials to

its good standing among a large class of com-
mercial berry growers. Berries are not the

largest, but they are large and uniform in

size, and look well in crates and on the

market stand. We planted more of it last Ric.

Splendid.

year than any other one variety. Mr,

George Kellogg, of Wisconsin,
(
good

authority on berries) says: " In yield,

firmness, flavor, size, color and vigor,

the Splendid stands second to no stami-

nate variety, and is scarcelv equaled by

any pistillate varieties." We bought

our plants direct from the originator T

four years ago; hence have fruited it

three years. Prof. Green, of Ohio ex-

periment station, says: "The berries

make a fine appearance in the crate

and market baskets. If you want a

good market strawberry, trv it.
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SAUNDERS.—This is a late, hardy variety, introduced to the berry grow-

ers of this country by the late John Little, of Ontario. Plant is healthy

and hardy. The berries are firm and above the average in size.

TENNESSEE.— This variety did not prove

to be as good with me as in some other lo-

calities. Shall give it further trial.

WARFIELD.—This variety is conceded to

be one of the best variety ever introduced.

It needs no commendation further than it

has already had. It should be grown in

thinly matted rows-—plants not nearer than

three inches.

WOLVERTON.—In this strawberry we have

one of Canadian origin of remarkable size, but-

lacking somewhat in prolificness.

WINDSOR CHIEF,—This is one of

my old favorites. I introduced this

grand old variety to the berry

growers of Kansas and Missouri,

and have never heard of, or had a

kick, about its size or lack of pro-

lificness. When plants have had a

half a chance and plenty of moisture

they turn out abundantly.

NICK OHMER. -Named after Mr.

X. Ohmer, ex-president of the Ohio

State Horticultural Society. M.

Crawford, the introducer, describes

it as follows: "After watching the

Nick Ohmer three years, and hearing

how it has behaved wherever I sent it for trial, never having received one

unfavorable report on it I am confident that it is one of the most desirable 7

if not the very best ever sent out. There is no other in the market, or in

sight, that I would plant with as much confidence. If restricted to a single

variety, it would be my first choice without a moment's hesitation.

Windsor Chief.
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."The plant is very large

and stocky, sending out plenty

of very strong runners. It is

probably not surpassed in

healthy, vigorous growth and

great productiveness by any

variety. It has a perfect blos-

som. The fruit is of the very

largest size, a giant among
strawberries. It is never mis-

shapen. Its only departure from

the regular, roundish conical

form is when, under high cul-

ture, it is somewhat triangular.

It is dark glossy red, firm and

of excellent flavor."
PRICE:

Nick Ohmer.

§2 per dozen; $10 per hundred by mail.

WM. BELT.—I paid one dollar each for plants of this over-estimated vari-

ety. Fifty cents each was the highest price I ever paid before. It was for

the Bubach in the fall of 1885. Have fruited Belt two seasons, and must

say that I was more disappointed with it than any strawberry I ever bought.

The price probably caused me to expect too much of it. The first ripe ber-

ries are a misshapen, three-cornered, double ccxcomed, unattractive and

repulsive berry, when compared with many of the older and newer sorts.

After the first two pickings, berries drop to a very ordinary size, poorly

colored stuff. Now a neighbor of mine savs they did very well for him. I

have some plants of the Belt to sell for 10 cents each, or 3 for 25 cents.

Try it; your soil may brino- out its better nature, if it has anything good
in it.

NOVELTIES.—The novelties on our trial grounds are fairly promising.

MARGARET.—Is a strong plant, and a variety on which are many good
reports.

Giant, Nick Ohmer, Plow City, Enormous, Glen Mary, Fountain, Ruby, and

Ridgeway, are all promising, if plants and foliage are any guide to fruitage.

I am well acquainted with Mr. Rhiel, the introducer of the Ruby, and I

hardly think that he would offer anvthing that would not have some points

in its favor. Prof. Green, of Ohio, says: "Ruby berries are medium to

large, conical, color dark scarlet, glossy, flesh firm and good quality." Ber-

ries retain their size to the end of the season, and hold up in quantity. It is

particularly to be commended because of its good oolor and firmness.
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Ruby.

RIDGEWAY.—The originator, Mr. Ridgeway, of Indiana, says: " The past

season it gave the largest and finest crop of fancy berries ever produced on
Rocky Glen fruit farm. We permitted a few plants out of 100 set last spring

to bear fruit, and can truthfully say we never raised as fine berries on spring

set plants.

GLEN MARY •—Plants are inclined to grow in hills. Prof. Green says berries are

large, often flattened and ribed, but seldom coxcombed ; dark scarlet, glossy, beautiful.

It excels Marshall and Sharpless in productiveness.

GIANT.—Plant and foliage appears perfectly healthy. Mr. McNallie, of Southwest

Missouri, says this berry was a surprise to him after seeing it fruit. He considers it

one of the good things to have.
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TRAWBERRY LANDS&
\

AAAAaAi AAAAAiAiAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAlAAiAAAAAii^ii^^i^f

YrTAY be found all over our country, on the hill-

j I » sides, on the mountains and in the valleys. A
recent writer from the gold fields of Alaska saw wild

strawberry vines and raspberry bushes along the

Yukon river. So we need not be surprised if some
enterprising small fruit man should be advertising Yukon berry plants as

being the ideal for hardiness, if not for productiveness. Although straw-

berries grow on almost every kind of soil, there are soils that are better

suited to their wants, and where they will reward the producer with better

returns. When early berries are desired, select a Southern slope, but for

later berries a Northern slope is preferable. If you

patch somewhere about the farm where you can raise

enough for your family, some for the birds and for

the sweet honey bees. They will polenize the blos-

soms, and if any berries are left till they are very

ripe they will take the honey out of them. Really

the best soil for berries are timbered lands bordering

on streams or the slopes near the foot of hills. Land
where sweet potatoes, mellon vines or cabbages grew

the year previous to planting is good for all kinds of small fruits.

have neither, plant a

"BERRY PLANTS

J

RECEIVED IN

FINE CONDI-

TION."-A. C. ROB-

J
INSON.

Wichita, Kansas.

|j|HE S5RAWBERRY FIELD—
^Ipf1 May be of any size that will afford the greatest convenience. It

may be one, two, five or ten acres. There should be wagon ways around

and across it, to be used for hauling manure, or mulching for winter pro-

tection.

Preparing tt^C §0il—We do not approve of spring plowing in Kansas

as we sometimes have drouthy spring seasons. Hence in these later years

we have plowed our berry-patch lands late in November, and when ground

was not frozen in December or January. It should not be harrowed until

spring, and then it should be done a few days before planting. Again just

before beginning to plant we have the smothing board or leveler go over it.
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Wrong way of planting.

Planting the Strawberry Patch.
oOo—

For horse culture plant in

rows 3Jj to 4 feet apart, and in

the rows plants may be set from

12 to 15 inches apart. When
plants are high in price the dis-

tance between them may be

lengthened to 1 8 or 20 inches.

With good cultivation and a moderate season for plant

growth, the spaces will be filled up, making it a well

matted row of plants.

DO not Set plants On a Dry Windy day. For seting plants, hardly any two

men adopt the same methods or use the satr e kind of tools. While some plant-

ers use a spade, and a boy to carry the plants, others mark off the rows with a

horse and narrow shovel plow, opening a furrow three or four inches deep;

boys follow dropping the plants while men follow them packing the soil

firmly around the plants. We use a line. To each line, two men with

bright garden trowels and a small box or basket of plants, trimed and roots

moistened in water.

Remembor, plants received from abroad must be unpacked on arrival, the

bunches loosened and healed in the ground.

Right way of planting.

THE STRAWBERRY PLANT.

At the start a strawberry plant is weak and puny, caused by having been

dug out of the soil where it first had life. It has stood the racket of being

packed and shipped probably from 500 to 1,000 miles. Then it falls into

the hands of a new planter, who may be a novice, unacquainted with its

wants. So is it any wonder that plants look sick and faint for a while after

being set out in a strange land, and in a different soil from that of its origin?

So, Mr. planter, whoever you are, you must nurse this tender king of small

fruits, carefully for a while, until it becomes used to its new home. Its roots

are its mouth, and if your soil is dry it must have a drink; if you do not

attend to its wants it will die.

1 Dear Sir :—Plants received in good order. Respectfully,

R. B. Bay, Central City, Kansas."
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\^at gfyall \\£e Plant?—This is a question that is a puzzle to

many new beginners. They read over the catalogues carefully, and in most

of them they find all kinds so highly recommended that they do not know
what to plant. We have tried in all our catalogues to tell the facts about

the different kinds, and how they have served our purposes. Whether pro-

ductive or not, on our soil, we give the facts as they occur. A new begin-

ner should have his first experience with some of the lower-priced varieties,

unless he has plenty of money to use in experimenting with high-priced

novelties.

Cultivation

BOUT ten days after planting, a small iron tooth rake will do effect-

ive work in loosening the soil around the plants. To follow it, a

'small steel tooth horse cultivator should be worked between

the rows every ten days during the summer.

When weeds begin to grow the hoe must be used tenderly around and

near the plants. When the runners start they must be trained, when it is

desired to grow matted rows, to fill the space between the plants. At no

time during the summer allow the berry beds to lay long after hard beating

rains before you stir the soil between the rows. Keep down all weeds from

their appearance after planting to the close of the weed growing season.

Much more might be said about cultivation; in fact, a dozen pages might

be used in all the minor details of cultivating the berry field the first and

second seasons after planting. When one desires to grow berries in hills,

plants should be set 2^ to 3^ feet, keeping all runners cut from start to

finish.

CO/TV/T\ERClAL BERRY GROWING
AND OVER PRODLIGGION.

h OMMERCIAL apple growers have reduced their planting to about six

\£/ or eight varieties, varying according to taste. So the grower of straw-

berries for commerce needs but few varieties, and they should be selected

so that they will be as even in size as possible. The commercial berry

grower should also consider the matter of acreage; and limit it in accord-

ance with the demands of the markets. We must look this matter square
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in the face, and talk it over in our horticultural meetings, if we expect to

make a living in growing small fruits. Think for a moment about the

labor thrown away on that 20-acre field, or 40-acre field, when half the

amount in either case would have neted a handsome profit. But see, we
have made nothing, because the 40-acre man had 20 acres and the 20-acre

grower 10 acres more than the markets demanded to make the business

profitable. A whole arm)- of berry growers doubling the acreage is What is

going to ruin the business, or has done it already. I like tc sell plants, but

would rather sell them to set small patches that will make you some money,

and then yeu will be able to buy more plants some other time. Shall we do

some thinking along this line of over production, or will we go on doubling

our acreage regardless of consequences?

Xow, when a little shortage does occur on account of one unfavorable

season, and big prices are obtained, we should not be tempted to set out

a large patch with the expectation of big prices; for bear in mind that in

your locality, as well as others, berrymen may do likewise. Then a greatly

glutted market follows, with much loss to growers. Let us bear in mind

that the tendency of the times is to overdo the ability in every avenue of

businesss, so we must watch the current of events or we commercial berry

growers will all be in the soup.

I have been asked about pedigree strawberry plants. Now I have read at least a

half-dozen works on strawberry culture. The works read were ''Ten Acres Enough,

'

r

A. S. Fuller's "Small Fruit Culturist," Roe's "Success with Small Fruits," John J.

Thomas' "Fruit Culture," Myrick's "Berry Culture,'" and ''Bigler's Berry Book. r

Not one of these well known authors speak of pedigree. If there had been any pedi-
gree records along the line of berry culture these men would have given their thou-
sands of readers the benefit of it. Pedigree applies to highly bred animals in one
continuous line for many years. The Warfield strawberry was a wayside seedling
discovered by B. C. Warfield, of Illinois. The old Capt. Jack is a foundling or chance
seedling by S. Miller, of Missouri. The old Wilson Albany, 35 years ago the great
commercial berry, was a chance seedling. A few of our leading large kinds like the
Marshall, Jessie, Jersey Queen, Sharpless, Bubach, and others, were produced by
sowing the seed of berries that had been polenized with a different variety for large size r

productiveness or firmness. Hence we conclude that pedigree, when applied to straw-
berry plants, is a bate to catch succors.

Pointers About fyzrrits . .

EARLIEST: Michel, Bederwood, Crescent, Downing.

MEDIUM EARLY : Warfield, Capt. Jack, Parker Earl, Splendid, Barton, Haver-

land, Bisel, Bubach, Jessie, Miner, Paris King.
LATEST: Aroma, Gandy, Windsor Chief, Saunders, Glendale, Brandywine.

Robinson being the last of all the older kinds.

Best Polenizers—Capt. Jack, Robinson, Miner, Chas. Downing, Parker Earl, Paris
King, Splendid. Capt. Jack and Robinson probably the best; but all good polenizers.
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price gist of plants.

— m —
PriCeS Of PlantS.—Five hundred of one kind will be furnished

at one thousand rates, but the prices in the tables must be the guide for

mixed orders of several kinds.

Strawberries.
Name. * Flower.

AROMA perfect

BARTON , imperfect

BEDERWOOD . perfect

BISEL imperfect

BUBACH imperfect

BRANDYWINE perfect

CAPT. JACK perfect

CHAS. DOWNING perfect

CRESCENT imperfect

CYCLONE perfect

CLYDE perfect

EDGAR QUEEN imperfect

ENORMOUS imperfect

FOUNTAIN.... perfect

GANDY :...perfect

GLENDALE : perfect

GLEN MARY perfect

GIANT perfect

HAVERLAND imperfect

IOWA imperfect

ISABEL perfect

JESSIE perfect

LOVET perfect

MARGARET perfect

MINER perfect

MUSKINGUM perfect

MICHEL s perfect

NICK OHMER perfect

PARKER EARL perfect

PLOW CITY perfect
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PARIS KING perfect

RIDGEWAY perfect

ROBINSON perfect

RIO perfect

RUBY perfect

SPLENDID perfect

SAUNDERS perfect

TENNESSEE perfect

AYARE IELD imperfect

WM. BELT perfect

WINDSOR CHIEF imperfect

WOLYERTON perfect

Raspberries.
Name.

BRANDYWINE, red

PALME K, black

GREGG
KANSAS, black

OLDER, black

MILLER, red

MUNGER, black, new
THWACK, red

TURNER, red

PROGRESS, black

QUEEN, black "

EGYPTIAN, new, black

Blackberries.
EARLY HARYEST
SNYDER
TAYLOR
STONE

Currants.
FAY each 10c
CHERRY « 10c
RED DUTCH « i0c

Gooseberries.
INDUSTRY
SMITH _ each 15c
HOUGHTON : « 10c

Grapes.
MOORE'S EARLY each 10c
CONCORD « 5c
NIAGARA « i0c
WORDEN " 10c
WYOMING, red « lOc
CAMPBELL'S EARLY «$1
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Pollenizing . .

'HE honey bee is a helper

in the distribution of pol-

len. Some years ago the

winter was so severe that nearly

all the bees around Lawrence

were frozen. The following'

summer berries were poor, misshapen, and imper-

fectly pollenized. I have the kindest regards for

the busy bee, and always walk with care among
the strawberry blossoms, fearing that my foot will kill the little workers.

In former catalogues I have used the terms staminate and pistillate, to

designate the difference between those that carry their own pollen in the

flower and those that contain no pollen. But in this catalogue the word

perfect follows the name of all staminate strawberries, and the word im-

perfect after the name of all pistillate

varieties. It is thought that the imper-

fect varieties are the most productive,

but not so firm, yet less liable to be

killed by frost. In my planting for

market, I use an equal number of per-

fect and imperfect varieties. That is,

four rows of perfect and four rows of imperfect sorts.

The best pollenizers are Captain Jack, Robinson, Bederwood, Downing,

Miner, Jessie, Gandy, Splendid, and Parker Earl.

There is a difference in the amount of pollen produced, and it is a matter

of study to rightly adjust the perfect flowering sorts to the imperfect varie-

ties to get the best results.

The larger the consumption of strawberries is, the better will be the health and the

greater will be the energy developed. But it is not so with large consumers of dis-

tilled drinks. For by their use mental activity is clouded with shadows of darkness

in this life, and dreams of outer darkness at death. * * * *

Small fruits are the tonics and health invigorators, sought after by the rich and

poor people, who appreciate their value. *****
We believe our catalogue will interest all our friends who desire to plant small

fruits. We trust that our commercial berry growing friends will read the paragraph

on over-production, and strawberry pedigree. As you turn over the leaves look over

the advertisers' department. They are all in line of the needs of the berry grower.

Bl-SEXUAL,
or perfect flower.

PlSTILLATF,
or imperfect.
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Raspberries.

^#fliiHE best soil for raspberries is a deep, sandy loam; but they will grow
' 1| ' and yield paying crops on any soil that will grow corn or potatoes.

The culture of a raspberry plantation is as simple as growing a field

of corn. Prepare the ground as for an Irish or sweet potato crop, and plant

in rows four by six feet. Planted thus, they may be cross cultivated. Mark
off the ground as if intended for corn, and set plants about three inches

deep, pressing the soil firmly around the roots. Red raspberries should be
set an inch or more deeper than the black, but the same distance apart.

The ground on which they are planted need not be entirely lost the first

season of their growth, as a row of corn, or potatoes, which is better, rray

be planted between the rows of raspberries.

CMITH'S SELECT LIST OF

Commercial

Raspbsrries

Progress,

EGYPTIAN.—(Black) One

of the best early sorts now

in cultivation. Have fruited,

it three years. Its fruit is

not so large as Gregg, but

it is more productive. While

the Kansas,a variety of great

worth, ripens its fruit all in

a week, the Egyptian, cou-

pled with Progress, the next

best sort, gives us a three

weeks' raspberry season.

PROGRESS. — We place

this along with the Egyptian

for a profitable and good

commercial raspberry. Ow-
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ing to its early ripening there is an advantage of getting better prices than

there is when the medium sorts come in. The canes of the Progress, Egyp-

tian and Queen of the West are free of the raspberry disease, Anthracknose.

If growers will plant them instead of Souhegan, Gregg and Nemaha, they

will not be discouraged in raspberry growing. I had lost all faith until I

had gotten the above three sorts, including Kansas.

KANSAS.—This famous berry is a Douglas connty production. This is the

largest variety ripening in mid season. Very large and productive.

QUEEN OF THE WEST.—This sort is nearly as large as Kansas or Gregg,

ripening its crop slowly, like Egyptian and Progress. Canes are large and
hardy.

The above four varieties are my selection for commercial growing.

PALMER.—This sort is not more than half as productive as Egyptian or

Progress, and it is no earlier than Progress.

OLDER.—This sort is late, but no comparison in productiveness to the four

kinds we name for commercial growing.

GREGG.—Well known, canes not always hardy, fruit large.

BISHOP.—It is a raspberry of Kansas origin. The party of whom we ob-

tained it wrote me that we would grow no other when we became acquainted

with it. But we do not find any points of value above the Queen oi

Egyptian.

RED RASPBERRIES^^
TURNER.—This is an old, well known variety that was originated by Prof

J. B. Turner, of Jacksonville, Illinois. It was introduced about thirty years

ago. Its fruit is the best flavored of any red sort we know. Its only hin-

drance is the tenderness of the berries. When it is shipped far away to

market it requires pint boxes. The cane is strong and hardy and should

be grown in hills of from six to eight canes to the hill and planted four by

six feet. The old canes should be cut out every year as soon as fruiting

is over.

THWACK.—This is the firmest red sort, and should be planted the same as

the Turner. The fruit is firm, and it will stand transportation to Denver

(600 miles.)

MILLER.—This is a new variety of Delaware origin. Its fruit is a bright

scarlet, bushes hardy, strong and productive. Prof. Van Deman says it is

the best red sort they have in Delaware.

BRANDYWINE.—Tliis sort is so much like Thwack that it is hard to tell

them apart. But on our soil either Thwack or Turner is more profitable.
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MUNGER
FOR FANCY MARKU-

MUNGER.—Originator's description: " The fruit of Munger is black, and

resembles Gregg. But it is a better flavored berrj than Gregg, tougher in

texture, and therefore a better shipper. In size it excels Gregg 25 per cent.

Its season of ripening is five days later than Gregg. The past season when

most other kinds were dry and seedy, Munger ripened up sweet and juicy,

and sold for 50 cents per crate over other sorts. Canes have never yet been

effected by cold weather."

About all the raspberries that have been introduced the past ten or more

years have been early or mid season varieties. So the markets have been

glutted with that class of berries. With the introduction of Munger the

place of the old Gregg can be filled by this later and larger variety. Weigh
these points carefully in your minds, and do not wait for all your neighbors

to take hold of it; but be first in the field with a stock of plants. The
Munger originated in Western Ohio, in the year 1890, by Timothy Munger,
now of California. It was one of a large number of seed emptied from a

jelly press into an old hot bed. Price $1 per dozen; *4 per 100.
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A NEW RED RASPBERRY.—It is a chance seedling of Mo. origin. Have

fruited it two years. The bush is of larger growth than the Loudon, berries

are larger than the Turner or Thwack, of a bright scarlet color with flavor

equal to the best. We believe it will be a valuable addition to the list of

red raspberries. Having had many years of experience with about all the

red sorts that have been introduced, have had none that is equal in every

respect to this one. Shall give it two years longer probation in our ex-

perimental department. So if it continues its fruitage the next two seasons

as in the past two, it is our intention to introduce it the first spring season

of the next century, two years hence. If any of our patrons

think the time is too long to wait for a chance to try this valuable red rasp-

berry, we will sell one single plant to one person for $1. We know that $1

for a plant of any sort is high, yet I paid $1 for a single plant of the Colum-

bian—that has been invariably killed in the winter season. So if the Colum-

bian was worth $1, this one is of more worth to the commercial berry grower

at $10 each. Have not yet named our novelty, but a name will be given it

in due time. Price of one well rooted plant, $1.

We have some very promising new seedling strawberries, in which, if we
discover enough points of excellence, above or in part equal to older stand-

ards,we will give other berry growers a chance to test their value on their soils.

IDEAL STRAWBERRIES.
The ideal of the strawberry grower is as eagerly looked for now as it was

fifteen or twenty years ago. There are trained introducers of novelties in

some parts of the country who have an ideal to send out every year. There are

some experts in this line of industry. The newest seedling that may be, or not

be, worthy is their favorite. Those that have been introduced the year preced-

ing are out of date, no matter how valuable they are. These experts have

their place. They are necessary workers in strawberry evolution. While

they may sometimes overestimate their novelties so that their patrons

feel sore over the disappointment in the expected ideal,

yet with all the evil or unprofitable fruit introduced, there

is some pure gold discovered. In fact when I look back over a decade

of twenty years, I find that the money spent on the highest priced novelties

I ever bought, is as nothing compared to the value we have received in the

growth of the business of berry culture. These are some of the pure gold

found among the many that have been tested: Bubach, Warfield, Haverland,

Parker Earl, Wolverton, Gandy, Lovett, Saunders, Splendid, Aroma, Bisel,

and other sorts not named. So let us have no more complaint about the

ideal berry disseminator, notwithstanding the zeal and enthusiasm they may
cause to shine on their novelties. They are doing a good work in their

efforts to raise the standard in small fruit production.
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BLACKBERRIES
'(^f^'HE same preparation of soil for strawberries and raspberries is equally

V|§* as good for blackberries. Plant them in rows 4x7 feet and cultivate

with same tools as those used for raspberries. The second season's growth

canes should be pinched off with the thumb and finger when they are about

two feet high.

EARLY HARVEST.—This is the earliest of all black-

berries. It begins to ripen two weeks in advance of

j^fe^^ any other sort; in fact, it comes in with black rasp-

berries. It is the firmest blackberry grown.

SNYDER.—This is a well known

blackberry, and when the cane is

properly trimmed, berries are of.

A

mm
r

good size; but when the lattera

branches are not cut back to the

proper limit its fruit is small anc

Early Harvest. seedy. Its season rarely lasts ovei

'

two weeks, while the season of the Taylor and Stone's'

Hardy is about four weeks.

STONE'S HARDY.—This sort is claimed to be the latest

and hardiest of all blackberries, but I have failed to find Taylor,

any advantage in it over the Taylor, in lateness or hardiness.

TAYLOR.—Bush perfectly hardy. Berries nearly as large as Kittatinny

when latteral branches are well cut away in the spring. It is my favorite

blackberry for distant market purposes.

•j "Dear Sir:—Plants re- ?
jj

"Berries received in fine
[

3 ceived in good condition. I i order. Every plant grow- 1

t Strawberries very nice." J i ing\" W. A. Waddell, »

j
A. S. Perry, Frisco, Okl.

£
!j

Cotton Wood Falls, Kans. C

uDear Sir:—Plants came through in good order. They are well rooted

plants, and I am well pleased with the extra large count, for which accept

my thanks. G. A. Beecher,

Cowley County, Kans."
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QRAPES
<y!p^E have a selection of grapes that we think is what the people generally

Vjtjrwant. They have been quite low the past few years, yet every farmer

and gardener should groAV a few grapes for family supply.

MOORE'S EARLY =—Large, black, ripening about ten days before Concord.

Best of the earlies. Each 10c; $1 per dozen.

CONCORD.—Old and well known. Succeeds well over a wide range of

country. Each 5c; 50c per dozen.

NIAGARA.—(white) One of the best white grapes, prolific as- Concord, and

ripens about the same time. Each 10c; 75c per dozen.

WORDEN.—A seedling of the Concord, with larger berry, very productive,

valuable for family or commerce. Each 10c; 75c per dozen.

WYOMING.- -(red) Quality first class, berry medium, valuable for the home

use or for market. Each 10c; $1 per dozen.

CAMPBELL'S EARLY,"Is not a chance seedling,

but the result of carefully conducted experiments by the originator through

successive crossing of the most promising varieties which he had produced

or tested the past 30 years. Some points Of special merit in Campbells are a

very strong, vigorous, hardy vine, with thick, healthy, mildew-resisting

foliage, and bearing abundant clusters, very large, compact and handsome.

Berries are large, often an inch or more in diameter; skin thin but very ten-

acious, flesh firm but tender, parting easily from its few small seeds. Its

season is very early, from the l5th to the last of August in central Ohio,

and its keeping qualities remarkable, having hung on the vines sound and
perfect six weeks after ripening.

Another season's experience confirms and strengthens the favorable

opinion heretofore expressed about this grape. The introducer of this su-

perior grape sent a small basket for us to exhibit at the Douglas county fair

last fall. The bunches and berries being so much larger than any other sort

on exhibition that there was a continual crowd of people examining and
tasteing this fine grape. While we have not fruited this new grape, it is

our opinion that it will make a great record, and that its advent will raise

the standard of grape culture. Now it seems high to pay $1 for a new grape
vine, but when we consider the long years that the originator spent in

bringing this out through successive crossing and re-crossing the price is

low in comparison to the labor done.

NOtC-—All Campbell's Early vines are sold under positive guarantee

of genuineness. Each vine has a metal seal attached by the introducer as

positive proof.
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AVERY farmer and gardener should have a small pear orchard, or at leastV a dozen trees around the yard or garden. A pear tree is an ornament
on the lawn, along the roadway, or anywhere on the farm. If a time comes
that the old farm is offered for sale, every good bearing pear tree will add
irom $12 to $15 to the sale of the farm.

BARTLETT.—Well known to be one of the best ever produced. Each
^oc; $2.o0 per dozen. Ripe August l5th.

DUCHESS.— Largest pear grown, ripens about the 1st of September.
Each 2oc; 82.50 per dozen; 815 per 100.

BURRE d' ANJOU. Buttery, juicy, and the best fall pear. Anjou and
Duchess are leading pears for preserving, ripe September 15th. Each 25c;
$-4.50 per dozen; Sl5 per 100.

SECKEL—To our taste, this is the best pear of all. It is the favorite for
sweet pickeling. Ripe Sept. 8th. Each 25c; 82.50 per dozen; 8l5 per loo-

KIEFER.-The latest pear of all. It should be picked the last of Septem-
ber or first of October, and placed in a cool cellar where it will ripen and
become palatable. It is fine for caning. Each 25c; $2.50 per dozen.W hile there are a great many pears of other sorts, this is our selection
for commercial trade and home use. Correspondence invited about prices
of any other kind than those mentioned.

FRU15S OF 5ME GARDEN.
ASparagUS.—While we do not grow Asparagus roots or Pie plantwe have made arrangements with a gardener by which we can supply our

patrons with anything in the way of garden plants, in connection with your
°r

tTpTn°n^
erry Pknts

-
AsPara^ roots ^5c per dozen; 8l per 100.

VICTORIA RHUBARB.—Per dozen, 50c; 82.50 per one nundred.

WINGER PR05EC510N.
a liS Tol-lZ^f'uT"7

fi

l
ld that haS been ke P l clean a11 seaso»

the rlT ni5 I ^ °f
Wheat Straw

'
soa"ered thinly over and betweenthe rows. Old berry patehes tbat have not been kept" very neat will notneed so much covering as a new field. Forest leaves make alood coveringwere ,t not for the high winds which frequently blow them

?
away Bvefraw and hay are badly scattered abouJ the field when not heMdown bysnow Whenever the straw is blown off it should he replaced as soon asposs.ble For small patches, a few loads of strawy manure make, a eoomulch when thrown between the rows. g
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FIR6SID6 REFLECTIONS.
When your strawberries are blooming, and bees are pollenizin ^ them,

walk about the vines carefully, for e\ ery bee you may step upon pohenizes
more than ten thousand blossoms every sunsbiney day.

In the cultivation of a small fruit garden, the farmer will have a season
of recreation that will be rest for the body and growth to the soul.

With an orchard and small fruit department on every farm, the children
will be more contented, and there will be more love at home.

* * # *

• I have been several days writing this catalogue; in fact, did not expect to

write so much about the berry business; but from the fullness of the heart

the mouth speaketh, and it is the desire of the writer that our catalogue

will be helpful to those just entering the field of berry growing, and that

none will be misled in the statements herein made about the different vari-

eties of berries. Should any receive two catalogues, they will please hand
one to a neighbor who may want plants. Before ordering plants glance at

the page about terms of sale, also the paragraph about pedigree, ideal berry

growing, advertising department, etc. B. F. SMITH, Lawrence, Kans.

OLD, RELIABLE, SAFE 40 Established 1849.

B Presley & Co , —
LEADING FRUIT COMMISSION MERCHANTS OF THE NORTHWEST.

BERRIES. Small Fruits a Specialty. 37. PAUL, MINN-
Office and Salesroom: 102 and 106 E. Third St.

STRAW$eRRieS ....
Carry better, and larger berries and larger
crops are raised when liberally treated with

"SPOGASH^ I
Heavy applications of the complete fertiliz- \

ers, containing not less than 10 per cent. §<•

actual Potash, should be used
GERMAN KALI WORKS, 93 Nassau
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

GARDENING.
Apiary

Aquatic Plants

Bulbs in Garden
and Greenhouse

Current Work
Amateur's Guide in

Fruits, Flowers
and Vegetables

Devices,
Labor-saving

Diseases

Exhibitions
Entomology

Fruits, All
Flowers, All
Fertilizers
Fungicides

And How to use Them

M • N • 0

'Intensive Cultivation is the Keynote to Success!'

SUCCESS
Waits on all who subscribe to

Hi
Every Saturday,

A Complete Practical Guide to Every Phase of Plant

Culture in the Open and Under Glass and the

Development of Land and Home Surroundings.

THE SOIL'S PRODUCTIVENESS INCREASED

Worth $100. a year and more The only true

guide to a successful life in the country.

Subscribe and get rich.

A Valuable Premium to Every New Subscriber

Greenhouses
Grape Culture

Indoors ana Outdoors

Home Ground
Hardy Shrubs

and Plants
Herbaceous Border
Illustrations

All new and good
things are fully

illustrated

Implements
Insecticides

Jottings of
Interest

Home and abroad.

Kitchen Garden
Everything in
Season.

Landscape Art
Cottage to Mansion

R .sTTto Z

Week:Two Cash Prizes Offered Every

ONE for Photograph of Well-Grown Plant with Description as to How the Result Shown
UJNii tor rnol

âs
P
0btainea> and ONE for Best Answers to Question Box.

On an Announced Subject of General interest. oF

COLORED ART SUPPLEMENT GIVEN FREE EVERY MONTH
AND NUMEROUS OTHER ATTRACTIONS—SAMPLE COPY FREE.

Pubrs. AriERICAN GARDENING, P.O. Box 1697, NEW YORK CITY.

I Fruit Growers Can't Afford to Be Without It. ^

FRUIT
% The Great Monthly which helps fruit growers make

|
| money. Postage stamps taken. Address

|

ONLY 50 CTS. A YEAR. '^p^TTIT." Dunkirk, N.-Y.
_

Tlir nninDV Its pleasures and profits is the theme of that

lnbArlArVI. excellent and handsome illustrated maga-

zine, QLBAXIJi GSW BEE CULTURE We send a^free^ample copy

ana a BooU on Bee Culture and^^^^^
i~»"TT vi 1

' \»" VTl • r
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WHITEKER BROTHERS,
Established 1885. .mWHLtfVttW .tttti^ .UttWtK Telephone.338

WHOIseSAIse FRUIT 06AI96RS.
Nil KansasAvonno, GOPEKA, KANKAR

r/7e/-e fe a commission house in this town This firm wir
That is far ahsad of any others; And ir>

And this firm consists of two, They ge.

That is known as Whiteker Brothers. That they

They have of wagons just enough 81 1 is the numbt.

To mstle around and sell the stuff; And they are always h

And if you think you this firm can beat, If you wish a stencil to the.

You'll find after trying, you'll take a back seat. And they'll send you one you n.

h Quarter of a /fentun)
T7TTTTTT TTTTTTYT 7YTYTTTTTYYTY7TT FTTfTfTY 77TTYTT7T7YT ^|fif flTIWn ?TTTYF7T7?TfYTTT

I„ the Fruit Trade. HARGREAVES BROS.,
Solicit your consignments, sing'e case to

carloads. References: First Nat. Bank, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA.

Lincoln; American Exchange Bank, Chicago; Dunn or Bradstreet.

E. B. Branch. Established 1883. N. H. Nelson.

:B:K.i^2src:E3: efc oo.,
• I2TH *»d HOWARD STS. •

Wfjaltsale Comtetiffsfoit /Vlmlptttt*,

PlM1lt« f\tt(i Prfirfllf^ Berries and Small Fruits a Specialty. Will be
* cxkiu- m. 1 uu u. ww . glad to answer inquiries regarding market.

Members of the National League of Commission /"^I'vioUo
Merchants of the United States. WRITE US. UlTiana.

C. C. Taft Company
^ FRUIT and PRODUCE ^

I com/nissiON /aercmangs.
£ Branch Houses 107-111 Third Street,
(T 366 South Third Ave., Marshalltown, la.

jo 114 West First Ave
, O=kaloosa, la. DES MOINES, I A.
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>'''ort Ar-

as opened

a country in

West'n Missouri

and Arkan's and

Louisiana that
cannot be excel-

led as an agri-

cultural and

fruit growing

country
;
go o d

health, sparkli'g

springsandclear

streams ; where

you can work

out of doors 12

months, instead

of 6.

EV HOPES, NEV OPPORTUNITIES—LAND

OF SUNSHINE AND PLENTY-MILD CLIttATE,

.

fLE SOIL AND CHEAP LANDS. . . .

PORT
ARTHUR

The
Southern and
Seaport termi-

nus, is the best

place in the

United States

to-day to in-

vest or to go in

business. This

railr'd now run-

n i n g through

trains between

Kansas City and

P'rt Arthur.will

be running over

its own tracks

the entire dis-

tance by Sept.

ist.

Study the map
and you will

agree a large

city must be

built at P'rt Ar-

thur; nearest

seaport to K. C.

by ioo miles.
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Map showing the 26 Northern Feeders of K. C. P. & 6. R. R.

F ft. HORNBeCK,
R. ft. and GENERAL MANAGER PORT ARTHURLAND COMMISSIONER K. C. P. & G

TOWNSITE COMPANY,

KiAJsrsjLS onrsr, :m:o.
m


